TRAINING PLAN
Week 14-17
April 4th - May 1st
2022
The start-up part 1
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The start-up part 1
The first training period is a lot about getting started with all the different parts of
the training. There are no workouts that are both tough and long, no racespecific workouts and no weeks with a specific focus.
Some of you may still have snow. Then you can ski for another few weeks (take
the chance to skate), but try to slowly introduce the dryland training. That will
make you prepared to elevate the running and rollerskiing once the snow is
gone.
The strength training will so far consist of short and general workouts. It will be
developed come the summer. Some might feel some anxiety for the first 5000 m
time trial on the double poling machine, but don’t worry. It will go well.
The groups with 2-5 h/w with rollerskiing start their rollerski training the next
period, but you could add rollerskiing on your optional workout if you can’t wait.
Ski walking will not happen in the spring for any of the groups. We will wait with
that.
The popular double poling groups have an extra focus on upperbody training.
But in this first period their training is similar to the other groups. They will have
more focus on double poling the next periods.
Good luck with training!
/Erik and Erik
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 14
Hours/
April 4th-10th week
2022
4,75

Intenity

Workout

Running

45

70-80
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170175. It is okej if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

Rollerskiing
classic

45

60-80
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

85-95
percent

500 M REPEATS
- 10 min warm-up
- 10 times 500 m. 1 min rest inbetween. Strive for even splits. It should be tough, but not
maximum effort. The heart rate will drift higher throughout the workout. Set the resistance
to 10 on the first interval. Then lower it with one step each interval so you are on
resistance 1 on the last interval. Can you keep the same speed on resistance 1 as you do
on 10?
- 10 min cool-down

Double poling
machine

45

THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going
to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

30

Strength

First two laps with this:
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips
Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

120

60-80
percent

LONG AND EASY
Easy long distance workout. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing (skate/classic),
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines, swimming etc.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 15
April
11th-17th

Hours/
week
4,75

Intenity

Workout

Running

90

60-80
percent

EASY RUNNING WITH BOUNDING
Easy running on paths and gravel roads. Find och short gradual hill in the middle of or in
the end of the loop and to some bounding for 15-20 minutes.
Do three laps of the exerices below. Rest for at least 1 min between each set.
- 10 lounges with jump
- 3 jump with your feet togheter in a row
- 20 skating jumps
- 10 one-leg jumps on each leg
The time for the bounding is includet in the time for the overall workout.

Rollerskiing
classic

60

60-80
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

85-95
percent

TIME TRIAL 5000 METERS
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 4
- 5000 m as fast as possible. It is a mentally challenging workout. Remember you don't
have to PR every time. Use resistance 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8. It might be faster with 10, but your
muscles on your upperbody could get fattigued before your heart rate stops you with too
high resistance.
- 5 min cool-down on resistance 1

Double poling
machine

45

THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going
to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

30

Strength

First two laps with this:
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips
Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

60

80-90
percent

OPTIONAL INTERVAL SESSION
- 15 min warm-up.
- 5 times 5 min intervals. 2 min rest inbetween. Medium high intensity. Around your lactic
acid threshold if you are familiar with that. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing
(skate/classic), canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines,
swimming etc.
- 10 min cool-down.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 16
April
18th-24th

Running

Rullskidor

Hours/
week
5,75

90

60

Intenity

Workout

60-80
percent

EASY RUNNING WITH BOUNDING
Easy running on paths and gravel roads. Find och short gradual hill in the middle of or in
the end of the loop and to some bounding for 15-20 minutes.
Do three laps of the exerices below. Rest for at least 1 min between each set.
- 10 lounges with jump
- 3 jump with your feet togheter in a row
- 20 skating jumps
- 10 one-leg jumps on each leg
The time for the bounding is includet in the time for the overall workout.

70-85
percent

ROLLING STRENGTH
10 min easy. 40 min rollerski strength. 10 min easy.
The rollerski strength (in a gradual uphill):
- 10 times 1 min "Smirredrag". 1 min rest in-between.
- 5 times 1 min "Abs DP". 1 min rest in-between.
- 5 times 1 min "Triceps DP". 1 min rest in-between.
Smirredrag: Ski like striding with your arms, don't kick with your legs. Just let them hang
on.
Abs DP: Stand

Magstakning: Ställ dig i utgångspositionen för stakning och fäll sedan överkroppen, men
räta inte ut armarna utan behåll vinkeln i armbågsleden och släpp inte staven bakåt.
Magmusklerna ska jobba, inte armarna.
Tricepsstakning: Stå helt rak och fixera armbågarna i sidan av kroppen. Dra dig sedan
framåt, fortfarande med rak och upprätt kropp samt fixerade armbågar, genom att nästan
uteslutande använda triceps. Obs, många fuskar på just denna övning, så titta noga i
filmrummet, där även de andra styrkeövningarna finns.
THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going
to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

30

Strength

First two laps with this:
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips
Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Running

45

85-95
percent

THE GOOD OLD THREES
- 15 min warm-up
- 7 times 3 min intervals. Try to do them on paths or gravel road with both uphills, downhill
and flat sections. 1 min rest in-between the intervals.
- 5 min cool-down.
The aim of this workout is to boost your VO2 max, but also to improve your running stride.
Strive to get a high heart rate without having the lactic acid burning too hard. To reach this
it is a good idea to avoid the steepest uphills.

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

120

60-80
percent

LONG AND EASY
Easy long distance workout. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing (skate/classic),
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines, swimming etc.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 17
April 25th May 1nd

Running

Rullskidor

Hours/
week
6,5

90

75

Intenity

Workout

60-80
percent

EASY RUNNING WITH BOUNDING
Easy running on paths and gravel roads. Find och short gradual hill in the middle of or in
the end of the loop and to some bounding for 15-20 minutes.
Do three laps of the exerices below. Rest for at least 1 min between each set.
- 10 lounges with jump
- 3 jump with your feet togheter in a row
- 20 skating jumps
- 10 one-leg jumps on each leg
The time for the bounding is includet in the time for the overall workout.

80-95
percent

THE RISE OF THE HEART RATE?
- 10 min warm-up. After that these intervals:
--- 5 times 2 min with 2 min rest in-between
--- 5 min easy
--- 5 times 1 min with 2 min rest in-between
---5 min easy
--- 5 times 30 s with 2 min rest in-between
--- 10 min cool-down
The reason for the question mark in the headline is that many recreational skier have a
hard time getting the heart rate up while rollerskiing. Some get stuck just doing intervals on
a double poling machine or during running and rarely on rollerskis/skis. We want to
change that. Hopefully it should be possible to be close to maximal heart both on rollerskis
and running.

THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going
to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

30

Strength

First two laps with this:
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips
Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Running

75

75-85
percent

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

120

60-80
percent

THE MEDIUM HARD RUNNING HOUR
- 10 min warm-up
- 1 hour running with an intensity that makes you tired, but well below maxium effort. You
should be able to keep the same pace for another hour if needed.
- 5 min cool-down.

LONG AND EASY
Easy long distance workout. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing (skate/classic),
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines, swimming etc.
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